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Sunday, August 06, 2017

New from Jon Land, Paranormal Series Debut, DARK LIGHT:
DAWN

Graphic violence alert!
With his second book this summer, Jon Land opens a testosterone-filled series of adventure and
saving a threatened world, in DARK LIGHT: DAWN. The book opens the "Maximillian Chronicles,"
jumping sideways into the life of Navy SEAL Max Youngner, who stumbles across details that shed
light on his father's mysterious death.
Max loves his career -- nothing like a life-and-death battle to make him feel alive:
"Take that, you f***er!!"
Did he say that or only think it? Impossible to say amid the firestorm raging around him.
But he did know he felt buoyant, even joyful, strangely at home in this conflagration of
violence he found himself embracing. The blood soaking him smelled sweet and coppery,
suddenly not altogether unpleasant, even welcome, as he twisted away from the fighter's
still convulsing form, finally slamming another fresh magazine home.
Fear not -- Max has doubts, and the very creepy revelations he confronts about a meteor,
underground currents of darkness, and how his father's life became forfeit, well, those are just what he
needs to shake his own life off one set of rails and direct it into deeper, more deliberate efforts.

Meanwhile, there's an epidemic possible, and Dr. Victoria Tanoury needs to deal with it. She's grateful
for any and all help coming her way -- including the apparent messages from her dead fiancé, still
taking care of her. When her dangerous situation and Max's crisis overlap, the two head into an
equally risky re-lighting of a long-ago passion they once shared.
Rattled off in short chapters of just a few pages, this End of Days epic continues for more than 400
pages, bouncing between plot threads and crises. It's a great summer adventure for those who
especially enjoy military combat novels and Dan Brown-style epic battles, including for the soul and
the heart. Land, with Maximillian "brand" originator Fabrizio Boccardi, keeps the action explosive. It's
quite a shift from his Caitlin Strong series, but very close to the Tyrant books he's crafted.
This is genre fiction with a specific tilt, both military and paranormal. If that's the combo you're ready
for, settle in for a page-turning week of mind-blowing twists and classic characters.
PS: Looking for more mystery reviews, from cozy to very dark? Browse the Kingdom Books mysteries
review blog here.
Beth Kanell at 10:45 PM
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